


















This is a translation made by Tim Hiemink and updated by Dyon Arifin such that the
Technical rules are also readable for English members of AMOR(last updated
17/05/2023). If there is any confusion the original dutch document is leading.

Technisch Reglement G.S.B.C. AMOR
(laatstelijk gewijzigd op 22 oktober 2019)

Article 1.Accepting Members
1.a. Candidates for a membership can apply during the whole year.
b. In case of a member stop, candidates can apply for the membership in the new year

till the 31 of August before the new year starts.
2.a. Every year new members will be registered in the following order.
-They who are as seen by the technical committee can be assigned to one of our national

competition teams;
-They who the year before were rejected as member due to lack of space as long as they

applied before the 1st of September
-They who registered first;
-They who are playing for a different club in the national competition.
b. Students have priority on alumni cards.
3. Candidates will be sorted in two groups: recreational players and competition players.
4. They who apply as members will be, after having assessed their category of priority,

registered with equal priority on bases of registration.
5. Skill level will refer to a member’s level of competition and one level below, if

applicable. Otherwise, the technical committee’s decision will be leading.

Article 2.Training
1.Recreants have the right to five quarters of an hour of training a week. Competition

players have a right to six quarters an hour of training per week.
2.The maximum capacity of a training group under supervision of a trainer or activity

leader where the members are assigned by skill level will be determined by the
technical committee.

3.The maximum amount of members, that have a right to training, to accept is reached
when all training groups have reached the maximum of nine members per two
courts.

Article 3.Training group
1.All members will be assigned in a training group.
2.Every member has to have notified the Technical Coordinator personally before every

non-attendance to training during a members stop. After failing to do so three times
the board can decide to suspend the member from training for the rest of the
association’s year. The suspended member will still retain its right to free play.

3.They who play competition that has to be played with feather shuttles and they who to
the technical committee’s opinion are eligible, have the right to play with feather
shuttles.

4.The technical committee publicizes at the start if the association’s year a list of
members who have the right to play with feather shuttles.

5.For the technical committee’s decision, as meant in section 3, they take in account the
following:

-the plays skill level;
-having played in a competition with feather in the past.
6.The training group will be determined in the following order in descending priority:



-competition players;
-they who can substitute and signed up for it;
-they who can substitute and did not sign up for it;
-they who can not substitute.
7.On days where all members can train collectively the board will grant, in agreement
with the trainer or activity leader, at a risk of exceeding the maximum capacity of the hall,
access to the training in descending priority:
-competition players who, in their respective training group, train with feather shuttles;
-competition players who, in their respective training group, train with nylon shuttles;
-recreational players, who, in their respective training group, train with feather shuttles;
-recreational players, who, in their respective training group, train with nylon shuttles;
The aforementioned priority does not apply on time for free play during and after the
training.

Article 4.Team division

1.The technical committee follows for the team division the following procedure:
a.The publication of the provisional team division occurs before or on the 1st of May

through the club magazine, the website, the notice board on the ACLO or at
the general members meeting. The deadline for signing up for the competition
is until the 1st of March. Members signing up after this deadline can be, by the
technical committee’s decision, still be placed in vacant places in the team
division. On cancellation of the sign up for the competition from a member
after the publication of the provisional team division, the board may impose a
fine of €25 to said member.

b.A written objection to the provisional team division must be submitted to the technical
committee within 14 days. In case a written objection has been submitted and
no solution can be found through mutual consultation, a protest meeting will
be held within 21 days after the submition. For this meeting, all concerned
parties will be invited. If, after the protest meeting no agreement is made, all
concerned parties will receive a written request to a hearing by the board,
without the Technical Coordinator. The board will then, without the Technical
Coordinator, make a definitive decision.

c.The technical committee establishes the definitive team division and publishes this
through the club magazine

2.For the division of the competition teams, the following criteria will be used in random
order:

-results from previous competition
-trainers judgement of skill level
-achievements from tournaments
-potential selection matches
-members’ wishes
-members (which have been member for at least 1 year) have priority on non-members.

Article 5.Competition
2.Every competition team has to provide a team leader.
a.A team is obligated to pay a fine imposed by the Dutch badminton federation. The
Treasurer divides the fine over the all members of the competition team. If
necessary, the Treasurer can mediate for coming to a settlement within the team.
b.Within 10 days an objection can be addressed, in which the board will make a binding
judgement within 21 days.



Article 6.Club clothing.
1.Competition players are obligated to wear the, by the board determined club clothing
during competition matches.
2.In case a member does not conform with section 1, a €5 fine will be imposed for every
violation. Within 10 days, a objection can be submitted to the board. The board will then
made a binding judgement within 14 days.
3.On the semiannual meeting both the club clothing and the final cost will be determined
for the next season. Members are expected to purchase the club clothing themselves. The
board provides sufficient stock.

Article 7.Substituting
1.The Technical Coordinator and the competition leader set up a list of substitutes at the
beginning of the competition season. A list of substitutes is a list members who stated to
be willing to substitute that season.
2.When a team needs a substitute, the team leader will ask the eligible members from the
list of substitutes.
3.After section 2 has been performed and no substitute is found, the team leader will ask
eligible members from other teams to substitute.
4.After section 2 and 3 has been performed and no substitute has been found, the team
leader will ask the competition leader to search for a solution.
5.The competition leader and Technical Coordinator will mediate in any conflicts. In case
a conflict can’t be solved by those involved, then the board will make a binding
judgement.

Article 8.Free play
1.Additionally to training, every member is offered the opportunity to free play.
2.Those not allowed to play with feather shuttles, may only free play with feather shuttles

if 3/4 of the players on court is allowed to play with feather shuttles.

Article 9.Dispensation
1.a.The board can, in descending order, provide dispensation to:

-board members;
-members who play in the Eredivisie up to the 4th division of the

Bondscompetitie;
-members who are in a committee
-other members in order of applying

b.The technical committee declares in a time as soon as possible which members
are eligible for dispensation from the board.

c.No dispensation will be granted to a member when they have the option to purchase a
ACLO card.
2.Dispensation will only be granted to a competition player if there is a significant chance
that the position the competition player would fill, will not be filled by a member who
does not require dispensation.


